Horrorscopes
Are you constantly worrying over the bad scenarios? Are you down on
your luck hoping for a break in the clouds? I’m your man - come let us
peer through my horrorscope and see what’s in store for you my friend.

Capricorn 22 Dec - 20 Jan

You share your astronomical sign with
Jesus Christ. I’m pretty sure you will be fine
because you are special and God loves
you to have you conceived in March/April.
God did murder his only son though...

Pisces

20 Feb - 20 Mar

You are a fish, you are different from
all the rest. Use it to your advantage, don’t try to move on land like the
others. Explore what you were born to do.

Taurus

20 Apr - 20 May

Cancer

Summertime

May will bring strange encounters with the
Blossom of a cherry tree and Tuff Love.
Embrace both these things utterly and
completely - you will reap the benefits.

Enjoy your moments with those who
you experience everyday life with.
Remember to celebrate your birthday
every year with those same people who
just happen to be on the planet and remember to always wear sunscreen.

Virgo

23 Aug - 22 Sept

Try something new. Why not pop out to
the shops and buy cherries for breakfast?

Scorpio 24 Okt - 21 Nov

Yo for such a deadly little fucker why you
be hiding in people’s shoes? You gonna
get stepped on! Stop stinging yourself in
the arse. Your horrorscope. Horrors COPE.

Aquarius 21 Jan - 19 Feb

Ah Aquarius, the pourer of water, with the
power to rain nutricious water on the soil or
just water the flowers. Support the grass roots
and don’t starve the soil. Think ahead. Now.

Aries 21 Mar - 19 Apr

The horny goat. Passionate with the fires of
Satan’s glare in your eyes. Expectations are
not helping you. Lower your expectations.
No need to lower your standards though.

Gemini

June sometime

Twins ejected from the womb into the
soaring summer heat of June. The amniotic
bliss is achievable but not through material methods. Take a trip somewhere colder.

Leo You are Leopold/Homer

As you go about your day, consider how vision and light actually work. What are you
perceiving? Your day is truly an odyssey of
senses. And like the Odyssey it is unwritten.
Passed down your life in song of the synapses
and never heard on another’s ears but yours.

Libra #4 on the Bristol Scale

Everything is hanging in the balance and you
need help making decisions. Shit happens
and then it gets dealt with, that’s why we
have the Bristol Scale. How problematic are
your decisions? A 7 or a 1? They are all a #2.

Sagittarius 22 Nov - 21 Dec
Aim for the moon. If you miss you might hit
the stars or drift through space and starve.

